CASE STUDY

ABO Bread Slicers cut daily bread
with custom ELNOR single-phase
electric motors
Bread slicers for bakery stores or local shops should be easy to use
and run silently – yet offering sufficient power to deliver perfectly cut
bread. ABO uses custom electric motors from ELNOR to drive its cuttingedge slicing technology on certain bread slicer types. The single-phase
motors are equipped with a proprietary switch system to provide instant
motor power to move the blades, also when cutting a dark dense bread.
ELNOR engineers developed the motor with low intrinsic noise & vibration
performance, to ensure silent operation. At the same time, the motor is
designed to fit in the available space envelop and connect with the drive
mechanism. ELNOR’s expertise in custom single-phase motors beautifully
blends with ABO’s stylish market-leading bread slicers.
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Designed for comfortable &
durable operation
The single-phase motor, designed for low noise & vibration, gives ABO customers the comfort feel they
associate with top quality. As motor sound and excitations are amplified through the machine frame, it is
best to minimise these aspects already at the source.
During development, the ELNOR and ABO engineering teams intensively collaborate to design motors
with the lowest possible noise and vibration levels. Silent operation is particularly important for smaller ABO
bread slicers – typically within eyesight of consumers
in bakery shops, or even operated by them in grocery
stores. The housing design without cooling fins prevents build-up of dust and bread crumbs, contributing
to food-safe use.
High motor reliability and durability ensure that ABO
machines successfully withstand daily use for many
years – avoiding costly service interventions. The motor has been integrated into the product using a direct belt transmission to the slicer mechanism. Both
the slicer mechanism and the motor are built to last
for generations of bakers. And at any time, customers can rely on ABO’s international network of dealers
and service partners for maintenance, spare parts and
repair.

Engineering teams on the
path of innovation
The collaboration between ABO and ELNOR results
in premium bread slicer machines. The refined design
of ABO bread slicers underline quality and are often
perceived as an eye-catcher. ABO delivers the performance and comfort levels customers take for granted.
Together with ELNOR, ABO’s engineering team continues its innovation path to meet changing market
requirements.
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